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Abstract—Firewall is used to protect local network from outside untrusted public network or Internet. Every packet coming to and going out
from network is inspected at Firewall. Local network policies are converted into rules and stored in firewall. It is used to restrict access of the
external network into local network and vice versa. Packets are checked against the rules serially. Therefore increase in the number of rules
decreases the firewall performance. The key thing in performance improvement is to reduce number of firewall rules. Optimization helps to reduce
number of rules by removing anomalies and redundancies in the rule list. It is observed that only reducing number of rules is not sufficient as the
major time is consumed in rule verification. Therefore to reduce time of rule checking fast verification method is used. Prior work focuses on
either Intrafirewall optimization or Interfirewall optimization within single administrative domain. In cross-domain firewall optimization key thing
is to keep rules secure from others as they contain confidential information which can be exploited by attackers. The proposed system implements
cross-domain firewall rule optimization. For optimization multi-firewall environment is considered. Then optimized rule set is converted to Binary
Tree Firewall (BTF) so as to reduce packet checking time and improve firewall performance further.
Keywords- Cross-domain firewalls; Rule optimization; Binary Tree Firewall(BTF); Firewall Decision Diagram(FDD)
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Firewall plays very important role in securing private
network from outside untrusted public network. They are
placed at the entrance to the private network and monitor every
incoming and outgoing packet. Security policies of the
organization are converted into rules and stored in a firewall in
the form of ACL (Access Control List). Each rule in a ACL is
of the form <predicate> ---> <decision>. Predicate is defined
over set of five fields Source IP address, Destination IP
address, Source port, Destination port, Protocol and Decision is
either Accept or Deny. Every incoming and outgoing packet’s
faith will be decided at firewall. Packet will be checked against
the set of rules in a firewall. If all five field values of rule
predicate match with the values in packet header then the rule
is considered as a matching rule and corresponding decision of
the rule is applied to the packet. It may happen that packet
matches with the more than one rules, so generally first match
semantics is followed. Each physical interface of a router
contains two ACLs, one for filtering incoming packet and
another for filtering outgoing packet.
As the firewall rules are checked serially they affect the
firewall performance. If the rules are more in number, checking
time is more which degrades the firewall performance [1].
Therefore to increase the performance of firewall it is important
to reduce number of firewall rules. A study shows that, firewall
rules contain anomalies and redundancies [2], removing those
results in reduced number of rules. This can be done by “CrossDomain Firewall Rule Optimization”. But this won’t help to
improve performance much as the main time consuming
process is serial checking of the rules. Proposed method adds
“Fast Verification” technique to the reduced rule-set obtained
in rule optimization so as to improve performance further.
II.

RELATED WORK

Existing work focuses on either Intrafirewall optimization
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] or Interfirewall optimization within
single administrative domain [9], [10]. Intrafirewall rule
optimization is where rules of single firewall are optimized by
removing redundancies or by rewriting rules so as to reduce the

number of rules. A larger LANs may contain more than one
firewall, in such cases optimization can be performed by
removal of Interfirewall anomalies. If the firewalls are under
single administrative domain optimization is straightforward as
firewalls can share their policies with each other as the privacy
is not an issue.
In a cross-domain firewall rule optimization [11] rules of
both the firewalls should be kept secure from each other.
Security of the rules is important for two reasons: 1) Most of
the firewalls are misconfigured and contain security holes
which may be exploited by an attacker. 2) Policies contain
private information of network which can be used by an
attacker to host an attack.
Removing anomalies reduces number of rules which
results in increase in firewall performance. It is observed that
packets are checked against the rules serially which consumes
most of the working time of firewall. Solution for this problem
is to arrange rules in Binary Tree Firewall (BTF) [12]. In BTF
rules are stored in binary tree which helps to reduce packet
checking time.
A. Intrafirewall Rule Optimization
Most of the firewalls are misconfigured and contain errors
[2]. Rules are inserted or removed from firewall rule list as the
organization’s security policy changes. These changes may
lead to rule anomalies. Rule optimization is nothing but
removing such anomalies without changing rules logically.
Intrafirewall rule optimization is all about removing
anomalies in single firewall. Following are the type of
anomalies that can be present in firewall rules [9].
1. Shadowing anomaly
2. Correlation Anomaly
3. Generalization Anomaly
4. Redundancy Anomaly
5. Irrelevance Anomaly
B. Interfirewall Rule Optimization
Interfirewall anomalies are the anomalies between two
different firewalls of the same network. Intrafirewall rule
optimization is not capable of removing Interfirewall
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anomalies. Interfirewall anomalies can be removed using
different Interfirewall rule optimization techniques. If the
firewalls are under single administrative domain optimization is
straightforward as firewalls can share their policies with each
other. In cross-domain firewalls key thing is to keep firewall
policies secure from others.
Fig 1 shows example of Interfirewall anomaly. Consider
two subnets CSE and EE. They contain firewalls FW1 and
FW2 respectively. Let FW1 represents firewall policy on CSE
subnet’s outgoing interface to EE subnet and FW2 represents
firewall policy on EE subnet’s incoming interface from CSE
subnet.

Fig 1: Example Interfirewall Anomaly [11]

Consider a situation where packet p’s first matching rule in
FW1 says discard the packet and for the same packet p first
matching rule r in FW2 says accept/ discard the packet. In such
a case rule r from FW2 is said to be redundant as packet will be
discarded at FW1 itself and will not reach to FW2 at all. Hence
rule can be removed without changing firewall policies
logically.
For example consider network shown in Fig 1. FW1 is the
list of firewall rules used to filter traffic from CSE subnet to EE
subnet. FW2 is the list of rules to filter traffic from EE subnet
to CSE subnet. Rules in both the tables are written following
the Cisco Access Control Lists format. SIP, DIP, SP, DP, PR,
and Dec denote source IP, destination IP, source port,
destination port, protocol type, and decision, respectively.
Clearly, all the packets that match r1 and r2 in FW2 are
discarded by r1’ in FW1. Thus, r1 and r2 of FW2 are redundant
rules with respect to r1’ in FW1. Therefore removing them
will reduce the size of rule list without affecting the network’s
policy.
Rule optimization removes anomalies in the rule list and
reduces number of rules. But this does not improve
performance much as more time is consumed in serial
verification of the rules. To overcome this problem rules are
arranged in BTF.
C. BTF(Binary Tree Firewall)
Binary Tree Firewall rules (BTF) [12] is the binary tree
structure used to stored firewall rules. As binary tree sorting
and searching, can be applied on rules which consume the time
complexity be L x O(log2N) O(log2N). L means the depth of
the BTF tree that is constant number, it is 5 only, and N is the
number of members that must be checked. In case of the
generic firewall, a time complexity is O(N2).
Fig 2 illustrates BTF data structure. All the source ip
address (SA) ranges are stored at the level 0 i.e. root level. The
second level contains destination addresses (DA), the third
level contains source ports (SP), the fourth level is of
destination ports (DP), and final level is protocol (PRO)
respectively.

Fig 2: BTF Data Structure [12]

III.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

The aim of the proposed system is to enhance firewall
throughput by optimizing rules and applying fast verification
method for packet checking.
For experiments rules of local firewall are optimized with
respect to multiple adjacent cross-domain firewalls.
Architecture of the system is shown in Fig 3.

Fig 3: System Architecture

System contains set of firewalls. They belong to single
LAN but are under different administrative domains. Therefore
they are called as cross-domain firewalls. Local firewall is the
firewall whose rules are to be optimized. Adjacent firewalls are
the other firewalls in the LAN and here they are called as
neighboring firewall. It is considered that local firewall has
total N number of neighboring firewalls.
Administrator of local firewall initiates rule optimization
process and it sends request for data transfer to all of its
neighboring firewalls. During the data transfer privacy of the
rules of all firewalls is maintained. Detail procedure of the rule
optimization is given next in this section. As an output of rule
optimization we get redundant rule-list.
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Then existing rule list is updated by removing redundant
rules which results in reduced number of rules for local
firewall.
After optimization updated rule list will be passed to BTF
generation. Here it will be converted into BTF and stored in
database. Hereafter packets will be verified against the rules in
BTF format rather than traditional time consuming serial
fashion. As the time is saved in each packet checking iteration
this will result in enhanced firewall throughput.
A. Algorithms
Procedure for the rule optimization is given below
 Processing at Local Firewall
1. Local firewall converts its rules to equivalent All-Match
FDD. All-Match FDD construction algorithm and All-Match
based redundancy removal algorithm is described in [6].

1. Each number prefix α from local firewall is checked
with prefixes in a nonoverlapping rules from neighboring
firewall.
2. If the number prefix matches with any of the prefix in
the rule, then index of the rule is associated with the number
α.
3. A single prefix number may found matching prefixes in
more than one rules. Therefore neighboring firewall assigns a
set of indices with the number.
4. If the matching prefix is not found in any of the rule then
empty set is assigned with the number.
5. After receiving sets from neighboring firewall, local
firewall finds index of the rule that overlaps with prefix
family.
6. For a nonoverlapping rule in local firewall, if all of it's
prefixes have a common index then the rule is redundant.

2. Then it extracts all nonoverlapping rules from all-match
FDD.

7. After finding redudant rules with respect to all of the
neighboring firewall comman redundant rules are considered
as final redundant rules of local firewall.

3. Each range is then converted into a set of prefixes. Each
prefix is considered only once and duplicate prefixes are
discarded, this is done so as to reduce unnecessary traffic and
maintain privacy. As other subdomains/ firewalls doesn't
know occurrence of prefixes it can't rebuild the rules.

 BTF Generation
Rule optimization module optimization algorithm discussed
above optimizes ruleset with respect to other firewalls in the
network. This results in reduced number of rules. But only
reducing rules is not sufficient for improving firewall
performance. As the rules are checked serially to decide faith
of the packet. So it is necessary to modify the rule checking
strategy to reduce time. One of the solutions is to arrange rules
in a tree. So at the time of verification rules are compared by
searching the tree. This will definitely take less time than
serial checking. Algorithm for BTF generation algorithm is
presented in Fig 4.

4. Local LAN encrypts these prefixes with its private key and
sends to all neighboring firewalls.
5. Neighboring firewall further encrypts these prefixes with
their private key for further processing.
 Processing at Neighboring Firewall
1. Each neighboring firewall converts its rule-list to equivalent
Firewall Decision Diagram (FDD) [13] [14].
2. Then all nonoverlapping rules with discard decision are
extracted from FDD.
3. Each range is converted into a set of prefixes. Each prefix is
considered only once and duplicate prefixes are discarded, for
the same reason stated above in processing at local firewall.
4. The prefixes are then encrypted with its private key and
send to local firewall. For encryption only commutative
encryption methods can be used.
5. Local firewall double encrypts already encrypted prefixes
with its key and sends them back.
6. Neighboring firewall reconstructs nonoverlapping rule with
discard decision from double encrypted prefixes.
7. A distinct random index is assigned to each rule. These
indices are used to identify redundant rules from local
firewall.
 Comparison of Rules of Local and Neighboring Firewall
After processing and encryption at local and neighboring
firewalls, neighboring firewall has double encrypted
nonoverlapping rules from neighboring firewall and double
encrypted number prefixes from local firewall. The steps of
comparison are as follows.

Fig 4: BTF Generation algorithm [12]
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IV. EVALUATION SETUP
time is constant i.e. c . This shows that packets matching time
The system is implemented using JDK 1.7 on Windows 7.
For security reasons it is not possible to obtain real firewall/
firewall rules for processing. Therefore experiments are
conducted using three synthetic firewalls. Each firewall
examines five fields, source IP, destination IP, source port,
destination port, and protocol.
V. RESULTS
The aim is to enhance firewall performance by reducing
rule list which ultimately results in reduced packets checking
time. System is tested using synthetic firewalls and sample
rules were created using method specified in [15]. The
following Error! Reference source not found. shows actual
outputs obtained in system testing. For different number of
rules time required for packet checking using different
methods is considered. First column shows number of rules,
second column shows the time required to check packets
using original rule list, third column is about time required to
check packets using optimized rule list and last column shows
packet matching time after construction of BTF. All times are
in milliseconds.
The same results are shown using graph in Error!
Reference source not found.. Each line in a graph represents
different method used for packet matching. Blue line
represents time required using original rule list. Green line
shown time taken after rule list is optimized. Red line
represents the time after BTF construction. It can be observed
that in the first two methods packet matching time increases
with increase in number of rules. After BTF construction time
remains steady though the number of rules is increased.
TABLE I.

RESULTS

is constant and is independent of the number of rules in the
list.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The goal of the system is to improve performance of a firewall
by reducing packet checking time in firewall. Packet checking
time is directly proportional to the number of rules. Therefore
to increase performance basic need is to decrease the number of
rules in a firewall. Quantitative studies shows that most
firewalls are misconfigured and contains redundancies and
anomalies. Removing these anomalies reduces the number of
rules. Intrafirewall optimization and Interfirewall optimization
within single administrative domain is straightforward as
firewalls have direct access to each other's rules. In a crossdomain firewall optimization firewalls can not reveal each
other's rules, so while sharing rules privacy should be
maintained. After optimization rules are stored in BTF so as to
reduce packet matching time further, and improve firewall
performance. In this paper it is considered that firewalls are
directly connected to each other and there is no any host or
NAT device in between. So protocol is only applied for such
cases. Procedure of the rule optimization is somewhat complex
and reducing complexity of the algorithm should be further
studied.
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Number
of Rules

Time required for packet checking in milliseconds
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List
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Rule List

Optimization+BTF
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8
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9
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